Adaptable Middleware for Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks
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Abstract. The use of sensor networks in different kinds of sophisticated applications is emerging due to several advances in sensor technologies and embedded systems. However, the integration and coordination of heterogeneous sensors is still a challenge, especially when the target application environment is susceptible to changes that the system must track and adapt itself to in order to fulfill the users' requirements. These changing scenarios require services being provided in different places during the system runtime, and to fulfill this, a support for adaptability is needed. In this paper we present some initial ideas to use multi-agents in a middleware that aims to provide the necessary support to sophisticated sensor network applications.
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1 Introduction

Sensor network applications are becoming more useful with the possibility to use different kinds of mobile sensors to provide more sophisticated functionalities [1] and be deployed also in complex scenarios, like where context-awareness is needed [2]. However, to support those emerging applications, an underlying infrastructure is necessary, and the current proposal is the use of middleware, such as TinyDB [3] and COUGAR [4]. The main drawbacks of these state-of-the-art middleware’s that make them not very suitable for future envisaged applications, are the assumptions that the network is composed only by a homogeneous set of basic or meagre sensors, and thus a lack of the intelligence in the network to provide adaptability required to face changing operation conditions. Adaptability is a major concern that needs to be mainly supported for two reasons. The first is that long deployment time of wireless sensor networks may require flexibility in order to make changes according to the user requirements that may probably change within the usage life time of the network. The second is the fact that wireless sensor networks are being deployed in highly dynamic environments, implying that applications have to be flexible enough in order to continue being useful in changing scenarios.

This paper presents a work in progress related to the development of an adaptive middleware to support sophisticated sensor network applications that must change their behaviour according to influences from the environment and the application demands. The idea is to use a multi-agent approach to help in the following issues: adaptation by code migration and decision planning.

The remaining of the text is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the overview of the proposed middleware. Section 3 describes how the use of agents will help in providing middleware adaptation. Section 4 presents some related works and finally, section 5 ends the paper with some concluding remarks and future works directions.

2 Overview of the Proposed Approach

The general idea is to develop a flexible middleware that can be used to support applications in heterogeneous sensor networks. By heterogeneity we mean that nodes in the network may have different sensing capabilities, computation power, and communication abilities and running on different hardware and operating system platforms. The goal is that this middleware fits both meagre and rich sensors. Meagre sensors are those with limited resources capabilities, such as piezoelectric resistive tilt sensors, with limited processing support and communication capability. Rich sensors
comprehend powerful devices like radar, cameras or infrared sensors that are supported by moderate to high computing and communication resources. In order to achieve this goal, it must thus be lightweight, while being scalable in order to provide the demands of more sophisticated sensors. The proposed middleware might handle a node’s resource usage, in order to assist in distributing tasks among different nodes that are capable to accomplish them. Another feature that the middleware may provide is the quality of the data required to reply a certain user’s demand. Better results can be achieved by choosing the correct set of sensors to perform the measurements and collect data. These sensors can be static or moving, on the ground or flying over the target area in which the observed phenomenon is occurring. The mobility characteristic is also related to the heterogeneity that the middleware will address.

The input to the sensor network system, coordinated by the proposed middleware, will be seen as a “mission” that the whole network has to accomplish. In order to allow that, a high-level Mission Description Language (MDL) is being formulated based on the C/ATLAS test language [5]. This language will allow the user to specify - at a high level of abstraction - the data in which he/she is interested, including constraints regarding timing and location limits, as well as the measurement rate or accuracy desired. The proposed language will also allow hierarchical description of the mission goals, with establishment of priorities and other refined details, for instance, an application of comparison metrics to evaluate the how well the mission is being accomplished.

Given that the middleware must perform its actions also in very dynamic and changing scenarios, one has to take into account that a set of sensors chosen in the beginning of a mission may not be the most adequate during for the whole mission. As an example, an area surveillance system receives the mission to survey an area that may not allow traffic of certain kinds of vehicles. Ground sensors are set to alarm in the presence of undesired vehicles, and unmanned aerial vehicles equipped with visible-light cameras are set to fly to the area where a ground sensor has issued an alarm to verify the occurrence. However, a sudden change in the weather, for instance becoming cloudy and foggy, turns the employment of a visible-light camera useless. The adaptation to this type of change in operational conditions will be supported by the middleware in order to choose a better alternative, among a set of options, for instance by choosing an infrared camera instead.

The middleware is divided in three parts or layers indicating that they are partly using each other in a specific order. Figure 1 presents the overview of the layers of the proposed middleware, and a description of each layer is provided in the following.
The bottom is called Infrastructure Layer. This layer is responsible for the interaction with the underlying operating system and for the management of the sensor node resources, like available communication capacities, remaining energy, and sensing capabilities. This layer also coordinates the resource sharing based on application needs passed through the upper layers.

The intermediate layer is called Common Services Layer. This layer provides services that are common to different kinds of applications, such as QoS negotiation and control, and quality of data assurance.

The top layer is called Domain-Services Layer and has the goal to support problem-domain specific needs, such as data fusion support and specific data semantic support.

Multiple applications can run concurrently in the network. The middleware handles resource sharing and provides data sharing among applications that need the same type of data, allowing a better energy use in resource constrained nodes. In powerful nodes, the middleware can provide more complex services aimed to handle rich data, like those related to image processing, and pattern matching. This also means that such nodes can take some of the burden from more resource constrained nodes.

3 Agent-Based Adaptation

As stated before, the use of agents in the proposed middleware should help in the task of providing adaptive behaviour. To achieve this goal these agents are divided in two classes. The first is responsible for adaptation features in the services provided by the middleware, using code migration and updating. The second handles reasoning involved in the decision planning concerning the entire network. In the following these two ideas are explained, as well as an example of adaptation is provided.

3.1 Adaptation by Code Migration

As the network are composed by heterogeneous sensor nodes, those nodes that have constraints about their energy consumption, memory space or processing power,
should run a minimum number of tasks as possible. However, as they are supposed to be used in dynamic environments, with changing conditions, requiring different kinds of handling, different task set allocations must be used in order to fulfill the actual needs in a certain time interval. We propose to use the idea of multiple mobile agents to provide services that can be used by the node if the agent is allocated in that node. We call them service-agents. This technique is not new; there are related works like Agilla [6] that use the same approach. However, our approach uses also multi-agents to decide which service-agent is needed in each node of the network at a certain time. We also consider other technologies to help in the middleware adaptation, like aspect-oriented and component-based design, although not discussed further in this paper. We refer to [7] for more details about these two technologies.

The service-agents can be allocated in the Common Services Layer or in the Domain Services layer, according to the type of the services they provide. Several service-agents can run in a single node, depending on the computation and memory limitations of the hardware platform. Meagre platform nodes usually need to allocate simpler service-agents, but more powerful nodes can host more sophisticated service-agents providing more complex services.

Service-agents can migrate from one node to another, clone and move to another node, or simply be unallocated, leaving space for another service-agent. The simple migration is used when its services are needed in other locations, and thus no more in the present one. The clone of a service-agent occurs when its services also are needed in another node, and it is unallocated when there is no node that needs its services. This flexibility of service-agents allows the desired adaptation of the network face changes in the environment that require different runtime services availability.

3.2 Adaptation Planning

We propose the use of a multi-agent approach to distribute intelligence over the network in order to provide a distributed way to decide several key issues about the network setup and configuration during its runtime. As our target applications are heterogeneous wireless sensor networks deployed in changing environments, and so, demanding system adaptations, we need a way to reason about the necessary changes and how to implement them.

The basic idea is that each node attached to the network receives a set of tasks (Node-Missions) to perform, and a type of agent, called planning-agent that is in charge of help the node in the accomplishment of its node-missions. A node-mission characterizes the node contribution to the whole system mission achievement, which is called Global-Mission. The node's internal tasks are called Node-Tasks, and they represent the finer-grained tasks that must be performed by a node to accomplish its node-missions. Node-tasks are related to the individual nodes concerns, for example power consumption handling and sensor capabilities, as well as the management of the services provided by the node.

The planning-agent is responsible for monitoring information about the current node’s and assigned node-tasks state during the system runtime, including available resources, e.g. communication bandwidth and energy. As some condition changes in the environment, like when the weather changes or if one kind of measurement is no more possible. For instance, the planning agent has to reason about the node-mission assigned to its node’s, and the service-agent(s) that perform the necessary services that the node has to provide. They also have to take in account the available resources to accomplish the node-mission. The planning-agents in all nodes perform this reasoning and, by a consensus, agree in a new distribution of the service-agents in order to accomplish the global-mission assigned to the network or in the employment of a different set of sensors due to a certain change in the network or environment conditions.

3.2 Example of Adaptation

As we stated before, the intention in using both planning-agents and service-agents is to help in the adaption of the system, face changes in the operational conditions due
to environments or user requirements changes. In Figure 2, an example of a change in operation conditions followed by an adaptation is provided.

In the scenario presented in Figure 2, the network receives a mission, which is partitioned in four sub-missions, one for each sensor node. Service-agents are distributed around the sensor nodes according to the initial conditions to accomplish their sub-missions. In the left part of the Figure 2, $t_1$ represents the initial configuration established for sensor node 1 and 2 to accomplish their respective submissions. However, a change in operating conditions occurs, due to environment or user requirements change. The initial configuration does not meet anymore the system needs to accomplish the mission. So, planning-agents allocated in the nodes exchange information and agree in a new configuration, what occurs in time $t_2$, in the middle of the Figure 2. After the agreement, a service-agent from node 1 is migrated to node 2 and one service-agent from node 2 is unallocated, as shown in $t_3$.

![Fig. 2. Changing Scenario and Adaptation Example](image)

### 4 Related Work

Code replication and migration are ideas that have inspired parts of the present proposal. Some state-of-the-art middleware for sensor networks uses this kind of ideas, as discussed in the following.

**Impala** [8] is a middleware used in applications dedicated to the study of wildlife. It has some strength in relation to adaptabilities, update and fault-tolerance mostly due to its event-based programming with highly modularized code. The drawbacks of this approach are that it has no support for data fusion and that the domain application is rather simplistic. Comparing with our proposal, we use multi-agents not only to move functionalities within the system, but also to provide intelligent behaviour and reasoning to support mission and environment adaptations.

**Agilla** [6] is the first mobile agent middleware of WSN implemented in TinyOS [9]. This approach uses agents that can move from one node to another, and it also allows multiple agents to run in the same node. These characteristics provide the desired features of energy saving, as the agents can run near to the data avoiding unnecessary communication, and it allows multiple applications to run concurrently in the network. The major drawbacks are related to the lack of an authentication policy
to monitor agents’ activities, and the difficult maintainability due to its programming
model. We have some ideas in our work that go close to the ones presented in Agilla. 
However, the same comments made regarding Impala fits also in a comparison with Agilla. Another drawback is that Agilla runs only over TinyOS, and we propose not to be restricted to one operating system. Agilla use the mobile agents only to run application-specific tasks, while in our approach, a broader idea is proposed, using the agents to provide services that can be more specific to a certain domain application (being hosted in the Domain Services Layer), or more general, supporting different kind of applications (agents hosted in the Common Services Layer). 
Maté [10] consists of a virtual machine which runs atop of TinyOS hiding asynchrony and race conditions. Its strength is represented by the division of the program into small self-replicating capsules that are self-forwarding and selfpropagating. The major drawbacks are that it has high energy consumption and that its programming model is not flexible enough to support a wide range of applications; an update of a capsule can not be done only in a single node, it is spread over the whole network. On the other hand, we propose to support the flexibility to run a broader range of applications, adapting, updating or modifying only specific nodes in the network, and like this also save energy, as only the nodes that need a certain adaptation are reached. This feature also focuses the support for heterogeneity.

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
This paper reports about an ongoing project that is in its initial stage. The study of literature in the area of wireless sensor networks indicated that there is a need for research in the area of adaptable middleware for heterogeneous sensor networks [1] [11]. Wireless Sensor Networks - composed both by small and simple resource constrained sensors as well as more sophisticated sensor nodes - need an approach that find the best trade-off to handle the different capabilities in order to provide meaningful information based on the gathered data. An ongoing study is being performed in order to find the best suited partitioning of services to be hosted in each of the layers of the proposed middleware. In relation to that, the group is also discussing the best possible distribution of functionalities among components and services provided by agents. It is an important issue as we intend to address heterogeneous nodes with different capabilities that can accommodate different sets of services. Another important topic under discussion is the formal definition of the MDL (Mission Description Language). Some directions are under analysis in which a promise one is the use of scripts, such as those used in SensorWare [12], but with a higher abstraction level approach. However, as this work is in its initial phase, we did not discuss about underlying details like how to achieve consensus among the planning-agents yet. It is certainly a major concern that we have to address during the development of the planning strategy and the methods for system coordination. Related works in this area, such as [13], are being analysed. Besides that, we are aware about the energy issues related to this concern. The message exchange in order to achieve the consensus among planning-agents must be minimal. Another important topic that we are analysing is how to implement the agents running space and the coordination among these spaces. Two ideas considered are the use of tuple space, as used by Agilla and a virtual machine like proposed in Maté [10]. The advantages and drawbacks of each are being studied as well as the search for other alternatives.
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